A NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
IS SEEKING TO TRAIN & PAY FIFTEEN (15) QUALIFIED CANDIDATES
TO BECOME CERTIFIED VOICE-DATA-VIDEO TECHNICIANS
TO REGISTER PLEASE CLICK ON LINK – https://rb.gy/veta2a

CAN I REALLY GET PAID WHILE LEARNING A NEW SKILL?

IS ON THE JOB TRAINING A REAL CAREER PATH?

YES! GET PAID WHILE LEARNING A NEW SKILL AND START A REAL CAREER PATH
WITH AUTOMATIC WAGE GROWTH
FIRST YEAR TRAINING/WORKING (2000 Hours)
• 1-6 MONTHS: STARTING WAGE: $14.80/HR.
• 6-12 MONTHS: INCREASE WAGE: $16.28/HR.
SECOND YEAR TRAINING/WORKING (2000 Hours)
• 1-6 MONTHS: STARTING WAGE: $17.76/HR.
• 6-12 MONTHS: INCREASE WAGE: $19.24/HR.
THIRD YEAR TRAINING/WORKING (2000 Hours)
• 1-6 MONTHS: STARTING WAGE: $20.72/HR.
• 6-12 MONTHS: INCREASE WAGE: $23.68/HR.

THE GOOD NEWS IS YOU DO NOT NEED TO TAKE OUT ANY LOANS!
THIS TRAINING IS FREE!

WHAT IS A VOICE-DATA-VIDEO APPRENTICE?
✓ CANDIDATES WILL WORK IN A VARIETY OF SETTINGS, INCLUDING HOSPITALS, COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIES, CORPORATE OFFICES, & ON SOME NEW CONSTRUCTION SITES.
✓ CANDIDATES WILL TRAIN/WORK 6000 HOURS WITH A CERTIFIED INSTALLER TECHNICIAN LEARNING HOW TO INSTALL ALL SYSTEMS USED IN THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY, INCLUDING PHONES AND DATA, SECURITY, AUDIO/VISUAL, WIFI AND THE INTERNET.
✓ CANDIDATES WILL LEARN SPECIFIC DUTIES: INSTALLATION AND TERMINATION OF LOW-VOLTAGE CABLING, INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM DEVICES AND DEVICE PROGRAMMING.

REQUIREMENTS TO START ON SEPTEMBER 16, 2021:
✓ A FULL DRIVERS LICENSE
✓ A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA- G.E.D. PLUS TRANSCRIPT
✓ PASS 9TH GRADE ALGEBRA & READING TEST ON JULY 16, 2021
✓ PASS A DRUG SCREENING
✓ AND HAVE THE DESIRE TO WANT A SUCCESSFUL LONG-TERM CAREER!

TO REGISTER PLEASE CLICK ON LINK — https://rb.gy/veta2a
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE SEND EMAIL INQUIRY TO:
DERAL FALLS: DFALLS@OEDWORKS.COM OR MARVIN MCKENSTRY: MMCKENSTRY@OEDWORKS.COM